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For this activity I would like for you to read this article and reflect on the social stratification among 
those imprisoned and those who are not.  For example: 
1.)  How does U.S. stratification by class, race, sexuality, etc. influence and shape the criminal justice 
system? 
2.)  What differences exist for those imprisoned in the U.S. compared to Germany, and the Netherlands? 
3.)  Do you think it is possible for the U.S. to replicate some of the more beneficial and positive aspects 
of the prison systems in Germany and the Netherlands? Explain. 
*500 words minimum 
Rubric:  The first question for this assignment is drawing you back to the week’s readings and asking 
that you explore the ways in which the U.S. criminal justice system replicates larger societal 
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stratification systems.  I recommend that you discuss no more than 3 types of stratification that can be 
reflected in the U.S. criminal justice system.  Each type of stratification listed and its presence within the 
criminal justice system should be explained.  The second question relates directly to the assigned 
article’s discussion of how those who are incarcerated in the U.S. often have very different experiences 
than those incarcerated in Germany or the Netherlands.  You will need to provide examples of specific 
differences.  The last question requires that you consider the structural, cultural, and institutional aspects 
of each society and consider whether it would be possible to have similar prison systems.  You may find 
it helpful to do a little additional research on each place in order to adequately address this question.   
Your response should be a minimum of 500 words, but you will likely need to go beyond the minimum 
to adequately respond to each question.  Please see the general Activity grading rubric for an 
explanation on length and content-related point deductions. 
 
Total: 10 points 
 
Assignment 2 
In the U.S. the number of women incarcerated continues to increase each year, particularly for Black, 
ethnic minority, and transgender women.  Transgender women face a variety of issues when placed in a 
cameral state.  Perhaps the most significant issue for transwomen is being placed in men's prisons 
because of their assigned gender at birth.  The experiences of transwomen in France mirror those of 
imprisoned transwomen in the U.S.  After reading this article, please address the following: 
1) In what ways does trans identity itself increase the likelihood of incarceration? 
2)  Briefly describe some of the issues trans women face in men's prisons. 
3) Discuss a couple of alternatives for transgender individuals facing jail and prison time.   
*500 minimum required 
Rubric:  The first question for this assignment is drawing you back to the week’s readings and asking 
that you explore the ways in which the U.S. criminal justice system replicates larger societal 
stratification systems based on gender.  Consider the rationale provided for incarcerated transwomen 
with men.  Reflect back on Chapter 6 (Deviance) and its discussion of the social construction of 
deviance and mechanisms of social control.  You may find it helpful to do a little additional research on 
each place in order to adequately address this question.   
Your response should be a minimum of 500 words, but you will likely need to go beyond the minimum 
to adequately respond to each question.  Please see the general Activity grading rubric for an 
explanation on length and content-related point deductions. 
 
Total: 10 points 
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3. Please describe any new indirect assessments you used (if applicable) for these new 
activities/assignments to explore student attitudes. In your answer here, please be sure to 
explain very concretely how each of these indirect assessments was created to show student 
attitudes related to the new course goals (described in Part A). 
The emphasis this time around was on direct assessment, but I did review responses from 
Assignment 1 and Assignment 2 to see if there was any development in student understanding 
around the topic.  I did notice some elevated comprehension of this issue from the first 
assignment to the next.  Below are a couple of examples of comments from Assignment 1 and 
Assignment 2. 
 
Assignment 1, question 1, student responses: 
‐ A big difference between U.S. prisons compared to prisons in Germany and the  
Netherlands is how long their prisoners are being sentenced. A lot of non‐violent crimes that  
would have mandatory prison time here get very little or none at all in Germany and the  
Netherlands and most of their inmates have a prison sentence of 1 year or less. 
‐ The Netherlands and Germany focus more on the seriousness of the crime. So many go in 
and out because they have all the things needed to survive and do not understand how to 
function in the society outside prison walls. 
 
Assignment 2, question 1, student responses: 
 
‐ Transgendered individuals are more likely to leave school early due to bullying, harassment, and/or 
violence. This lack of structure and support system is typically accompanied with low economic 
resources and/or homelessness. Individuals then turn to jobs like prostitution for survival. It is much 
like the domino effect – one event (like leaving school before graduation), sets off a chain of life‐
altering events. The life circumstances that surround some of the individuals who identify as trans 
are unfair and dejected. 
 
‐ I think that the trans identity increases the likelihood of incarceration in a few ways. One way is that 
often times if someone identifies as trans, their family is unaccepting of that identity. Paola for 
example was excommunicated from her family when she came out, so she was forced to live on the 
streets. Because she had nowhere to go, she turned to prostitution to make a living for herself 
which got her in some very dangerous situations and had no one to help her out of them.  
 
 
4. Please attach a copy of your class syllabus for the course you revised for this project. In the 
syllabus please highlight changes that you made to the syllabus to show what was changed as a 
result of this project. Please upload your revised syllabus to the shared folder on Parkland’s One 
Drive:  
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D. Faculty Reflection on New Course Material 
 
Please provide your opinion on the degree of usefulness of the new course material you implemented and 
whether you recommend its continued use. That is, would you use it again? If not, what other material 
could you use or how else could you better implement the objectives of this initiative?  
 
I would/will use both of these articles again for Sociology 101 and even my 200‐level Sociology 
courses.  I think this material has general applicability in Sociology. 
 
 
Thank you very much for participating in this the Global Studies Initiative and completing this report! 
